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THE MURRAY STATE
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The Student Newspaper of Murray State University
News
Faculty, students and prominent Civil War historians
from around the nation w ill
gather on campus April 4 - 5
for
the
"Americans
Remember the C ivil W ar:
Scholarship, Preservation and
Public Memory" conference.

Seepage J

Search
continues
-crime: New leads in Feb. 1
rape of a female student result
in the release of a composite
drawing of the alleged attacker.
BY JAKE BURGESS
ASSISTANT NEWS EDITOR

OpEd
Joe Green,
associate director of Public
Safety, says students should be
aware of tips to
keep themselves safe on
campus and to prevent date
rape.
Seepage
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Our lflorld

Public Safety has released a composite drawing of the accused rapist.
The female was allegedly raped on
Feb. 1 in White College parking lot
next to Payne Street. The attack was
directly under a light in the third
row of the parking lot, and when she
activated her personal alarm system,
he fled.
She later told JlUthorities she was
raped during the attack in the parking lot.
The student was first attacked on
Jan. 21 in the parking lot of the
Special Education building. Then,

she was grabbed and shoved against
her car. The attacker fled after she
activated her personal alarm system.
The composite drawing of the
alleged rapist was made on Feb. 18
by Vernon Miller from Murray, who
has done work for the FBI. The
drawing was commissioned because
of last minute information Green
received.
He said Public Safety is following
up on new leads and the inverigation
is on-going.
"It will take a couple of days for us
to follow up on those leads," Green
said.
The description of the attacker is:
white male, six feet tall, athletic
build and short brown hair.
If anyone has any information on
the two attacks, call the Public
Safety Office at (502)-762-2222.
Public Safety is also investigaitng

Courtesy Public Safety

Public Safety officials say t he suspe ct
is a 6 foot tall. white male with sho rt
brown hair and an athletic build.

another attack which occurred Jan.
30 near Hart College. As a female
student was exiting the east doors
she was grabbed and thrown to the
ground the assailant slashed her face
with what is believed to be a razor.
Green said the attacks are unrelated.
Crime Stoppers of Murray is offering up to $1,000 for information leading to the arrest and prosecution of
the suspect.

Just Lovett 'em
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In today's
world a significant
debate is
taking place
in many scientific labratories
- a debate between the
rights of humans and the
rights animals.
See page

6

CollegeL{/e
More students
are concerned
with losing
weight and getting in shape
through exercise with the approach of
Spring Break.

Seepage
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PI a nd P2 (5 a nd 6-yea~old) children from
Robertson Elementary in Murray walk t hrough

Sports

l:ditor
t he Quad W ednesday after watching W ho's Afraid
of the Big Bad Wolf in Lovett Auditorium.
Danny Voweii/Visual

Safety
claims
lack of
funding
•Budget: Associate Director of Public
Safety Joe Green says his department's
funding has been insufficient.
BY JAKE BURGESS
ASSISTANT NEWS EDITOR

Public Safety
Budget
Information

With
the
recent
attacks on campus, the
1994-1997
funding for the Public
Safety Department has
Funding for Public
been questioned. It has
Safety has Increased
been discovered that its
approximately $1,800
funding
has
not
during the past three
increased over the !ast years.
three years.
"The budget has not
increased one penny," Salaries & Wages
1994-95 • $410,384
said Joe Green, associ1995-96- 429,335
ate director of Public
199&-97. 435,087
Safety.
The total budget
given to Public Safety
for this school year is Benefits
$597,836.
1994-95.$124.333
Green said the mini1995-96 .. 1()4,598
mum wage increase
1996-97- 116,376
last year caused anumber of problems and
may cause a decrease in
the number of workers Operations
1994-9!;;- $ 44,988
over the summer.
1995-96. 47.061
He said during the
1996--97' • 46,373
summer they usually
cut back anyway, but
because of the wage
increase they are not Total
sure how much the cut
1994·95. $579.'705
backs will be.
1995--96 ~ 580,994
Green said he wants
1996-97- 597,836
more funding to hire
more peop!e.
President
Kern
s
L---~~~~----~
Alexander is willing to
Jon Lowry/Graphic_s
aid the department.
"We are going to increase the Public Safety
budget," he said.
Please see PUBLIC

SAFETY/12

MSU readies for special session
Tuesday night's OVC tournament game in Racer Arena
could possibly be the last in
that facility.

•Education: An increase
in state funding will top
the University's wish list to
the state legislature.
BY AMY PONDER

Seepage
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Disagreements
between
Murray State
and
the
University of Kentucky regarding the allocation of state funding have been brewing since

-Government: March 1 hearings
could determine the future of TVA's
role in.Land Between the Lakes.
BY C.O. BRADLEY
N

t

F3X"•••••••••••••••••••••762-3175
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the upcoming session, Patton
himself has not yet specified for
which measures his proposal
will call.
President Kern Alexander
said University officials will
present a detailed proposal to
the Governor during his visit to
campus on March 3.
"We will lay out our goals and
our vision for Murray State,"
Alexander said. "We will discuss what we want to do as a
University, and the funding

necessary."
Alexander said Murray
State's future needs will be one
part of the proposal.
A second part will deal with
reform which will better higher
education as a whole. Proposed
changes include reform of the
community college system.
The current system is organized under UK. He believes a
system operated independently
of all state universities under
one board would be much more

productive.
ln addition, Alexander continues to say the college funding formula used to allocate
funds among state universities
is inadequate.
This theory was disputed in
January by the Council on
Higher Education.
"The Governor has promised
major reform in higher education," Alexander s aid. "We
anticipate and hope he will
carry it through."

Proposals call for LBL funding cut

NewslVltnlhers
News.•...•••.•...•.•.• 762-4468
College Life .......762-4480
Sports...•..•...•...•• 762-4481
Ed ito~in-Chief••7 62-6877
Advert ising.•••...762-4478

Gov. Paul Patton indicated
1>lans to enhance higher education with a $100 million proposal.
While Patton indicated early
that such ''selfish interests"
would not be tolerated, he has
nevertheless announced May 5
as the beginning date for the
legislature's special session on
higher education reform.
As the state universities
feverishly work on proposals
highlighting their interests for

Jon Lowry/GraphiCS Manager

NEWS EDITOR

Recent proposals to change the way the
Tennesee Valley Authority is funded could
drastically alter the way Land Between
the Lakes is run.
TVA chairman Craven Crowell has proposed that lhe agency not receive any fed-

eral funding for its non-power programs
beginning in fiscal year 1999. Any programs would be either discontinued or
transferred to state or local governments
or other federal agencies.
The proposal, if accepted, would be the
biggest change in TVA's funding since the
agency's electric program became self-sufficient in 1959, even though congressional
funding represents less than two percent
of TVA's $5.7 billion budget.
President Clinton's budget, released Feb.
6, supported Crowell's plan for $106 mil-

lion in federal funding for fJBcal 1998 and
elimination of funding in fiscal 1999. In
the 1998 budget, Clinton requested $7.9
million for LBL, a $2 million increase over
this year.
Congressional hearings will be held at
Murray State March 1 in the Curris
Center. The hearings were organized by
First District U.S. Rep, Ed Whitfield.
LBL is a 170,000 acre national recreation and enviormental education area
located between Kentucky and Barkley
Plea..<;c see

LBUt2
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Fulbright grant
competition begins
The
United
States
Information
Agency
(USIA), the J. Fulbright ,
Foreign Scholarship Board
and the Institute of
International
Education
(liE) announce the official
opening on May I of the
1998-99 competition for
Fulbright Grants for graduate study or research
abroad in academic fields
and for professional training in the creative and performing arts.
The purpose of these
grants is to increase mutual understanding between
the people of the United
States and other countries
through the exchange of
persons, knowledge and
skills. For all grants, applicants must be U.S. citizens
at the time of application
and hold a bachelor's
degree or its equivalent by
the beginning date of the
program. All applicants are
required to have proficiency in the language of their
host country.
Contact the U.S. Student
Programs Division at liE's
New York Headquarters
at (212) 984-5330 or write
liE at 809 United States
Plaza, NY, NY I00 17 for
brochures and application
forms or for further information.
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Regents to discuss Woods SGA
•Regents: Woods Hall and money
for new professors will be topics of
discussion at Friday's Board of
R
t
t·
egen s mee mg.
Bv jONATHAN OLIVER
EDITOR·IN·CHIEF

The Board of Regents wil1 hear six recommendations for the future ofWoods Hall
today following what President Kern
Alexander calls an "elaborate" cost analysis.
Alexander said the options discussed in
the analysis range from contracting with
private companies to renovate and main·
tain the building while leasing it a~ a hous·
ing facility to the University to changing
Woods into an academic facility.
Changing the facility from a residential
college, hopefully, would allow the

Re~en~s

University to construct a new residential
The Board of
is also scheduled
college for what Alexander expects would to adopt budget gmde~es _for the 1997-98
be less cost.
budget- a budget which IS scheduled for
"We're looking very seriously at using only a 2.4 percent increase in state fundWoods Hall as an academic facility," he ing. Although the University wants to hire
said. "We could do it much more rapidly new professors, Provost Jim Booth, said,
than if we continue with the renovations." that would not be enough of an increase to
Alexander said one problem with the pro- cover their salaries.
ject, which has been on hold since the fall
"If wo don't get more than 2.4 percent in
semester of 1994, is that bids for the reno- the special session, enrollment standards
vations came in at $1.3 million over the will be increased so that a substantial
anticipated cost. This is a cost Alexander growth in enrollment won't happen,"
said he is not willing to ask the students to Alexander said. "We'll continue to recruit
absorb.
vigorously, but we can't accept everybody if
"It kicks up the cost for our .students so the state won't pay for them. It's a question
high that we have to look at other options," of quality for us."
he said. "Every nickel of payment on (a
Alexander said he hopes more funding
bond to cover a $6.3 million renovation of will be approved in legislative special seaWoods Hall) has to come from student fees. sion in May.
That's not taxpayer money; it's student
"We'll see if the state is going to come
money."
through in May," he said.

jungle mornings

Danny

A.J. Puckett, junior criminal justice major from
Hopkinsville, take s a break while listening to a MUS

VoweliNisual

Editor

I OS study tape in the Curris Center Monday morning.
The center provide s several student lounge areas.

CRJ department
holds career day
The Criminal justice
Department will hold a
career day today in the
Curris Center from 2 to 5
p.m. for anyone interested
in obtaining a position in
the fields of criminal justice or law.
Agencies from federal,
state and local departments will be present to
speak to students and collect resumes from interested parties.
Students should dress
appropriately for an interview and bring several
copies of their resumes.

Two MSU computer
labs ope n to public
Two computer labs at
MSU are open four
evenings each week for
!llembers of the general
public interested in using
•'
them. The labs are located
'I
in Faculty Hall and are
••
?pen: Lab 403 - Tuesdays,
8 'a.m. to 7 p.m., Thursdays
8 a.m. to 8 p.m.; Lab 404 ~ondays and Wednesdays,
8 a.m. to 8 p.m.
· · The labs are sponsored
oy the English Language
Institute and department
:of foreign languages in the
.University's College of
Humanistic Studies.
:· David Cignoni, lab coordinator, said an assistant is
available at the lab sites to
answer questions by computer users. Call 762-3263
.f or more information.
I

..

.

..

Stadium lot may get gates
•Facilities: Due to safety University

Parking
Committee,
which
submitted
concerns,' gates may be
parking recommendation
placed at the entrances of its
report to University president
Stewart Stadium's park· Kern Alexander in late
ing lot.
December.
The committee suggested
B Y BRIAN HENSON
the entrances to Roy Stewart
STAFF WRITER
Stadium on Highway 121 and
Highway 641 be closed off by
Because of an increased
locked gates during certain
emphasis on safety on the
hours of the day. Although .
Murray State campus, several
Director
of
Facilities
measures have been suggested
Management Dewey Yeatts
or taken to make students feel
said changes are still in the
more secure.
planning stage, such an action
One such measure has been
could substantially cut down
recommended
by
the
on student safety concerns if

implemented.
According to University
Assistant Director of Public
Safety Joe Green, the lockout
hours are still being discussed.
"We're not sure on hours
(the gates would be closed),
but they would probably be
closed from midnight to 6 a.m.,
seven days a week," he said.
This would make Gilbert
Graves Drive to the south the
only access point to the parking lot between these times.
There would be a public safety
official stationed there to monitor the comings and going of
motorists, presumably keeping

an eye out for suspicious activity in and around the parking
lot.
This change should not
affect most students who park
at Stewart Stadium, however.
"During the day (the gates)
would be open," Yeatts said.
"We want decorative gates.
Something nice and attractive."
The primary obstacle to this
plan is its potential cost, which
at this time is unknown.
."I'd like to think we'd do it
this semester, but it really
depends on how much it costs,"
Yeatts said.

,

polis
cam pus
Issues
•

-8GA: The annual . SGA
Constituency Day surveys were
given Monday in order to learn
students ff:elings on issues.
·
B Y )ASON YATES
SlAFFWIITR

As you walked around campus
on Monday you might have
noticed hundreds of blue sheets
of paper being dispensed at various locations to Murray State
students. A closer look would
reveal
that
the
Student
Government Association was in
t he midst of its annu al
Constituency Day.
Constituency . Day is a day
when SGA members tal(e surveys
of student opinions on numerous
issues and aspects of campus life.
This year the SGA set up
bOoths at four different sites
including the second floor of
Wilson Hall, second floor of the
Curris Center , second floor ofthe
Business Building, and Wmslow
cafeteria.
Shane Hughes, the director of
public relations for SGA, said
there are many issues on campus
in which student body opinions
are important.
'*'We are looking for student's
ideas on many key issues including campus safety, entertainment> and where students get
their information about events
and activities on campus,• he
said. "We also like to get a feel for
b ow m uch the students know
about SGA and how SGA works."
SGA officials hope to receive
1,200
responses
from
Constituency Day and expect to
have :results tabulated within a

WMkort_,.

After results have been • calculated, :reports will be made and
sent to University officialS.
"A written report will be sent to
individuals such as Dr. Kern
Alexander. the vice president of
stu dent
affairs,
Dr,
Don
Robertson, and the director of the
Curris Center, Jim Baurer,"
Hughes said.
H ughes said SGA hopes to gain
a better Wlderstand.ing of atudents' opinions.
"What we will do is act on all
opinions by making ,recommendations to President Alexander and
the Board of Regents," he said.
In some cases the SGA will
take issues that students feel
strongly about and examine th~m
further.
"The main purpose of the survey is to give us an idea of what
we need to do," H ughes said. "We
want to find out what the students are thinking."

MSU prepared for upcoming compute,r problems
•Compu ters: While some which involved switching to the with approximately 44 percent
computer users will face
software problems in the
year 2000, MSU is already
ready for the change.
BY C.D. BRADLEY
NEWS EDITOR 4NO

BRUCE RUDD
ONLINE EDITOR

Murray State University is
prepared for a problem which
may soon plague most computer users.
With the year 2000 approaching, programs that use dates
with tw9 digits may soon be
obsolete. For instance, bills that
are due Jan. 1, 2000, will be on
the computer as 01101/00,
which the computer could read
as Jan. 1, 1900.
However, according to Neal
Patterson, director of administrative
computing,
the
University is ready for the new
millennium. ·
"As far as the administrative
systems are concerned, it's
taken care of," he said.
Patterson's division just
underwent a three-year process

MVS operating system.
"wpen we put in the new
operating system we went
ahead and addressed the year
2000 problem," Patter son said.
''It involved adding a couple of
statements to the programs. It
was a relatively simple process.
Now, our software will work
with dates 50 years in the past
to 50 years in the future."
While MSU is ready· for the
potential problems, it is a farreaching computing concern.
The year 2000 problem is the
result of year information being
stored as a two- digit value. In
the early development of digital
computing,
the
limited
resources of computers meant
that manipulating unnecessary
data was avoided.
Storing
yearly dates as two digits
instead of four ('97 as opposed
to 1997) meant a great savings
in computer resources. This
savings becomes more apparent
when millions of records are
being manipulated at one time.
The problem can arise anytime calculations are made that
use the yearly date. Some problems are beginning to arise

of mainframe computer operators reporting that problems
have already occurred.
•
Errors can occur in areas
such as mortgage and credit
card interest calculations,
inventory retention programs,
and warranty service agreements.
One hospital placed an elderly patient in the children's·ward
because it stored its date in formation with two digits.
The power available in
today's computer means that
any savings gained from storing
the date as two digits would be
insignificant. It is likely that if
any early computer programmers realized the potential of
this situation occurring they
felt that new software would
come along to replace what they
had written.
However, much of this software is still in use today. The
computer industry is also
slightly different from other
fields in that once a standard is
established it is difficult to
change even when it is readily
apparent that the change is
necessary and unavoidable.

The impact of the year 2000
problem can affect the computer user in many different ways.
If a user relies on his computer
for simple word processing,
gaming and other non critical
uses the impact will be lessened. The computer may lock
up and crash occasionally but
this is a problem that many
users are already accustomed to
handling.
If a computer is being used to
manage personal finances then
the problem may be more
severe. Interest may be calculated incorrectly or a user may
be notified that his car payment
for Jan. 1, 2000 is 100 years
late.
The problem could also have
a much more subtle appearance. Computers use the date
in many common computations .
Zero works well as a date in
these calculations until a division by zero is called for. The
internal system clock of lntelbased machines may reset
themselves to 1980 or 1984.
This may not be a very senous problem to the average
computer user but could lead to
confusion when files begin

appearing that were created in
1980.
The question on many people's mind is "What can I do as
a computer user to fix this problem?"
The short answer is unfortunately very little. The problem
lies in the way the software
that the user has purchased
was written and in the way the
computer they are using internally handles dates.
Most software and hardware
vendors have stated that they
are addressing the issue and
will provide support for their
customers. 'fo know for sure if
they will he taken care of, consumers will have to contact vendors directly to get an answer.
If past trends are an indicator it
is unlikely that all users of
products that cannot handle the
problem will be left out in the
cold.
A few users of old and rare
equipment may find themselves
abandoned, but it would unwise
from an economic and public
relations standpoint to ignore
the needs of people using equipment not designed to handle
the year 2000 problem.

New-s
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Civil War seminar at MSU
•Seminar: Civil War historians are planning to
come to Murray for a conference on the subject m
April.
BY jOHN

K. MOORE

STAff WRITIR

Romance, death, destruction and families torn apart
because of individual beliefs
are just a few thoughts that
come to mind when thinking
about the Civil War.
Those ideas, as well as
other myths and realities, will
be discussed April 4-5 when
prominent speakers from
across the country, faculty
members, and students gather at Murray State to remember the Civil War.
The
conference
titled

"Americans Remember the major battles here. Families
Civil War:
Scholarship, were broken up because of
Preservation and Public how each family member felt
Memory" will be pres~nted by about the war and some
the history department, brothers literally fought
College
of
Humanistic against one another dependStudies, and the Kentucky ing on whether they joined
Heritage Council.
the Union or Confederacy."
According to Lesley Gordon,
Adding to the conference's
assistant professor of history, importance is the fact that no
the conference "hopes to bring national conference exists for
some focus
to western Civil War enthusiasts, public
Kentucky and its part in Civil historians, and academic hisWar history."
torians to gather and share
Gordon said many are not ideas.
aware of western Kentucky's
Slated to speak at the conrole in the Civil War.
ference are well known histo"The Western Theater rians John Y. Simon, editor of
(western Kentucky) is not The Papers of U.S. Grant;
readily thought of by many Emory Thomas, author of
people when they think of the Robert E. Lee: A Biography;
Civil War," he said. "Since Kerry Task, author of The
Kentucky
attempted • to Fire Within: A Civil War
remain neutral, there were no Narrative from Wisconsin;

1040ASAP.

PoliceBeat
February 13

and Brian Wills, author of A
Battle from the Start: The
Life of Nathan Bedford
Forrest.
Also speaking will be history graduate students and
developers from Nashville
who have renovated a former
Civil War fort.
"Traditional and fresh
research will be covered,"
Gordon said. "Also included
will be more information on
the roles of women and blacks
in the war and a tour of
Columbus-Belmont
State
Park."
The conference is open to
the public. MSU students
may attend some of the events
free. For more information or
to preregister contact Lesley
Gordon or William Mulligan
at 762-2231.

2:0-4 a.m. Benjamin T. Belden was arrested for DUI and lodged in the Calloway
County Detention Center.
7:02 p.m. A female student In Richmond College was taken to the hospital after
taking I 5 pills.

February lo4
9:26 a.m. Darren Dawson reported the theft of a 13 Inch Magnavox color TV,
stereo, CD and other portable items in his room In Regents College.
February IS
2.: 17 a.m. Hyun Suk Sona was charged with operating a motor vehicle with vision
obstructed, failure to use seat belts. and DUI. She was lodged In the Calloway
County Detention Center.
February 16
I:53 a.m. Hart College advised Public Safety of a smell of marijuana on the third
noor and also In Franklin College. Drug paraphernalia and a small amount of maril4ana was found. Possible charges pending.•
February 17
II :0 I p.m. Regents College reported a fire on the sixth floor. A trash can was on
fire and It was put out by hall staff. The Murray Are Department was called.
February t9
2:o42 a.m. Calloway County Dentition Center reponed two MSU students jailed
and char&ed with the following; l.arrah Perry alcohol Intoxication, and Demarcus
Stevens for operating a vehicle with no license and akohol possession a minor.
ln(onnation for Poke 8eot wos fathered and compiled by joke Burress, assistant news
editor, (rom materials available to the Public Safety office.
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The faster way of getting your income tax refund ...
Rapid Refund electronic filing from H&R Block.

WznreR BzkLe SruOy
Epheszans - D~. Roge1t Sullzvan, Teache1t

Feb. 23-26

You worked for it, why wait longer than you need to?
You owe it to yourself to get the highest refund
possible, as quickly as possible. So ask about Rapid
Refund at aconvenient location near you.

Sunday- 10:45 a.m. 5-7 p.m.

Monday-Wednesday 6:30 p.m..

Fl~T BapnsT

Cbuxcb

753-1.85~

H&R BLOCM

203

Dbieland Shoppinl Center • 763-9204.
·Open 9-6 Weekdays; 9-G Sat.

S. ffb ST.

107 N. 12th St.
753.-5548
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Have you had your break today?
•

ViewPoint

4
College Vi"eu)s

Q• Do mandatory
attendance policies work
at the University level?
Name: SherryAnn Thomas
Major : Business
Management
Year: senior
Home town:
Ant igua

" To me they
are not very effective unless
the absences drastically affe ct
your grade."

MSU needs more professors
When we came to school here,
one of the big drawing points was
that is wasn't that big a school. It
wasn't small by any means, but it
wasn't a Big 10 school, either.
In just a few short years, MSU
has grown a lot. The University
has continued to grow at a pace far
beyond any other in the state.
Unless the school is careful to rein
in this growth, we will soon lose
the smallness that made it so
appealing.
One of the best things about a
small school is small classes.
When there are only a few people
in a class, it is easier to get access

Our '\7iezo
Issue:
With added enrollment, professors
are becoming overloaded.

Position:
Because we have increased recruiting, we need to increase faculty.

to the professor when a student
needs assistance. However, as
class rolls swell, professors become
Jess and less accessible.
Also, the professors have to teach
more classes which are more full,
loading more work onto them and

taking away from the time they
have to do t he things ou t of class
which ar e just as educational if not
more so than the class work itse lf.
MSU is experiencing the growing
pains which are to be expected
with such rapid incr eases in
enrollment. What the University
need s to d o now is step back and
evaluate t h e situation, and realize
more pr ofessors are needed to
teach more students and more
classes those stud ents need. The
growing pains d on't need to be
bad, but they will be if proper precautions aren't taken as soon as
possible.

Name: Andy
Thompson

Major:
Manufacturing
engineer ing tech.
Year: junior

Hometown:
lexington

" They would be real effective
if they gave the students a reason to come to class! '
Name: laura
Massow

Major: AHT
Year: junior
Hometown:

I

l emont, Ill. ·

"Part of it
depends on your
major, like general education
classes don't matter as much
later."
Name: Lori Mohr
Major: AHT
Year: junior
Hometown:
I

Derby, N .Y.

" It seems some
teachers are
really le nien~ but
now they know students will
take advantage of them, so they
are enforcing the policies."
Name: Andrew
Morzillo

Major: Civil
Engineering t ech.
Year: junior

Leave LBL just as it· is
O

Land Between the Lakes has
7:.
1
been as it is for a long time. Now, ..
leU'
all of the spdden, certahi ,peppl e" -1-ss_u__e_:-_--.-~--:-----most prommently the chrurman
Recently, proposals have been made
of the Ten nessee Valley Au thorito change the way LBL operates.
ty, Craven Crowell, want to
Position:
change the way it is funded and
leave
LBL alone. When people were
possibly the way it operates.
moved out, they were told it would
M any families were moved out
be this way, so leave it be.
of their homes when the VaHer
was fl ooded to create the 170,000
LBL has given us so many fun
acre recreation area. They wer e
times: camping in the middle of
told it would always be p u blic
the woods without a single
land, left natura1ly and uncomsound, boating on the huge lakes
mercialized.
on glorious spring days; it .is a
But, as so many times before~
beautiful piece of land which
the bottom line is coming
needs to be left in its pristine
between the government and its
condition forever.
word.
Commercializing LBL by

ur "

p u tting u p shops, r estaurants, or
h eaven forbid, a n amu sem ent
park , would go against everything LBL was created for.
Whether or not you disagree
with the way in which LBL was
begun , which many of u s d o, it is
difficult t o j u s t ify a n y efforts to
commercialize w h at is on e of t h e
few places in our country wh ere
one can fin d so m uch p ristine
forest area.
In t h e big sch eme of th ings,
t h is amount of fundi n g is nothing. LBL i s som e thing special,
something to be taken car e of,
and definitely n ot something to
cheapen for w h at little money we
are ~ctually talking about. -

Hometown:
Saratoga Springs,

N.Y.
"I don't think they are as
effective as the teachers
hope they would be."
Susan
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I am writing to comment
on the article on student missionary work as presented in
the Feb. 14 edition of The
Murray State News. I feel
that it is worthwhile pointing
out that many cultures view
Western Christian proselytizing as unwelcome and
arrogant.
After all, other cultures
have their own religions
which they see as the one
true religion equally as forcefully as Christians see their
god as the "only true god".
Religion plu.ys an important role in all cultures, however all religions and belief
systems are equally valid,
fulfilling a deep-seated need
in humans since the beginnings of humankind.
Although I don't doubt the
integrity of the students
interviewed I do question
their level of understanding
relating to other cultures and
the wider world and their
arrogant self-assurance that
"converting the heathen" to
the American Christian way
is some how of benefit to all

other peoples.
Unfortunately there is
ample evidence to suggest
that nrissionary work has
often been directly or indi·
~ctly
responsible
for
destroying indigenous traditional cultural values effectively marginalizing nonWestern peoples to the
fringes of Western life to the
obvious detriment to the peoples concerned. I urge students to consider the validity
of other cultures and belief
systems and to respect them,
after all not everyone in the
world considers American
Western cultures and its
belief system to be something
whieh should be emulated.
Bryce Barker
Department of Sociology,
Anthropology and Social
Work

Student gives
parking tips
To the editor:
I am writing in regard to
the infamous parking situa·
tion. However, I have a new
angle on the issue. Last
week, the parking lot at the
Curris Center was blocked

off for most of the day. After
talking to three different
people (two of which were at
Public Safety), I barely got a
straight answer on who
authorized the shut down of
the parking lot and the reason for doing so.
Public Safety was able to
tell me that the shut down
was due to the Grant Writing
Session but further information would have to come from
the Curris Center - further
information did not come
from the Curris Center
though.
I am not against the Grant
Writing Session. I am all for
it. What 1 am protesting is
the fact that with dozens of
parking spaces barricaded in
order to provide parking for
outsiders. MSU is giving
these outsiders the false
sense of security that parking is readily available.
Meanwhile, patrons of MSU
with paid parking decals
hanging from their mirrors
are left in the lurch.
I understand this was
probably an important meeting and parking for these
people was probably important. However, I would like
to otTer n bit of constructive
criticism and some ideas for
the future.

If it is absolutely necessary
to block off the valuable
parking spaces at the Currie
Center (or anywhere for that
matter) I offer the following
suggestions:
• Do not ticket students on
t he corresponding day
• Give students excuses
from classes that are missed
due to inability to fmd adequate parking
•Allow students to park
directly behind parked cars
and fight to the death if
blockage becomes a problem.
•Set up reservations on a
University-funded limousine
service which picks students
up from their homes and
carts them around at their
whim throughout the day
Sound ridiculous? It is no
more absurd than being
without enough parking
spots on campus and yet,
Public Safety workers are
chomping at the bit desperate to hand out parking violations. When we as students
are driving around looking
for a parking space and there
are not enough - we are living in the real world. Wouldn't it be nice if Public Safety
joined us?
Marilyn Thomas
Morganfield
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Victims
scared
to talk
A friend of mine confessed
to me that she has been
raped. Then she told me not
to tell anyone.
"Everyone will look at me.
No one will believe me. He's
probably a nice guy underneath. I've waited too long.
We were drinking."
Almost all women who have
been raped have heard these
voices in t he back of their
minds. They know they
should not listen, but the
sounds of people whispering
in some room far away pierce
their ears.
I commend the woman who
reported her attack as rape.
Although she is nameless in
the eyes of the public, in my
heart I know she could be my
best friend, my sister or even
my mother.
I have heard people on campus say she should not have
been out alone at night; in a
darkened parking lot with little or no help around. She
should have paid more attention. She should have reported it as soon as it happened.
My point on this is simply
that she should l:ie able to go
out alone at night. She should
not have had to worry about
walking to her car, probably
quickly, alone. No one should
have to constantly check over
his or her shoulder to ensure
personal safety.
However, these things happen in a Utopia. Murray
State is not a Utopia. If anyt hing, t his rape has proven
this, and it did not happen in
vain.
The woman who reported it
may have saved the lives of
other women on this campus
whom this heinous crime has
been committed against.
It takes strength , and
courage to come forth with
such personal information. I
applaud her for not listening
to those voices that overtake
so many others.
Hopefully more women will
follow her lead. There are
women on this campus, surely, w ho are feeding on a
steady diet of shame and
h umiliation, while starving
from a marked lack of compasRion.
Rapes on campus are often
not reported or acknowledged, but instead swept
under the bureaucratic carpeting.. Everyone knows it
occurs, but no one likes to
talk about it. What can tear a
woman (or a man) apart,
physically and mentally often
becomes a paper trail hidden
in a file cabinet, with little
,regard to consequence.
If a person chooses not to
report a rape, it is her prerog·
alive; but, understand that if
someone is a victim of rape,
he or she doesn't have to deal
with it alone. Counselors can
help. They will listen without
any pressure, under the
strictest of confidences.

Mandy Wolf is Associate Editor of the Murray State News.
Jennifer Sacharnoski, who
co-wrote this article, is the
Viewpoint Editor.
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Students sh.ould respect opinions
Gather 'round folks, and let
Uncle John tell you a story.
It's about an old guy. This
guy decided he was a writer.
and he was going to show the
world that be was a writer by
taking a poetry workshop class
at the local university and
impress everybody with his
spectacular work,
To emphasize the spectacularness of his work, he also
liked to let everybody know the
ideology behind it in no uncer·
tain terms, just to make sure
they got it. This writing workshop was a place where, finally, he could say something and
everybody in the room had to
listen.

stand of her prattle about
whether some writer had a
masculine or feminine voice, he
decided to take this matter into
his own hands and call this
woman's bluff.
"I'm tired of listening to as
this bull about feminism," he
said. "I've heard about you, and
I know you just like to use up
class time talking about your
feminist crap because you
know we have to listen to you!
Well I ain't doing it!"
When the teacher fed him
another line about a classroom
being where everyone's view
were supposed to be represented and discussed, he really
went off on her.

Itt ~1' ()j)illiC>1l

jOHN PROCTOR

And then the damn teacher
came along. She had these
crazy "feminazi" ideas about
women's voices and equal representation and all sorts for
other weird stuff. What was
this anyway, a writing class or
women's politics class?
After having all he could

Green gives
safety tips
Because of recent happenings on the Murray State
University campus, I feel it is
my duty and responsibility to
address these situations with
you the University communi-

within the vastly conservative
environment of the university
she taught it.
It wasn't perhaps until she
was verbally assaulted-some
might say abused - by a male
student of hers, that she realized how powerless, even weak
she could be made to feel by a
male over whom she was in a
supposed position of authority.
Her husband met her at the
classroom and walked her to
her car that night.
It's also the story of a class·
room of about 15 to 20 students
who were cheated out of an
environment conducive to
learning and creativity by one
of their own thinking he was

somehow better than everyone .
else.
Afterwards, some students
apologized to the professor for
the actions of their classmate)
not necessarily because they
disagreed with his ideas, but
simply because they disagreed
with his obnoxious representation of them.
Finally, this is the story of
Murray State University, as it
happened earlier this week in a
classroom on campus,and could
happen again next week in
other classes.
Have a nice day.

John Proctor is a graduate .c;tu·
dent from Lawrence, Kan.
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Being the person responsible
for the University Police
Department I want you to
know.
Murray
State
University is still one of the
safest university settings in
the southeast. Statistics and
records will verify this.
When we have problems
such as the assaults and
reported rape we feel that
each one of us has been violated in some way because we are
a close family. Murray State
Univers ity is not immune
from such incidents and
though we try harder to keep
things from happening to our
family, occasionally it does
happen.
So we as a family do not
need to let our guard down,
but at the same time we do
not need to be afraid of every
shadow, every voice in the
dark. However we still must
maintain a reasonable amount
of personal knowledge and
a warencss. Safety is everyone's responsibility not just
our neighbors, friends, or the
officers in blue. As an individual I must accept responsibility for my actions, good or bad.
We believe the incidents
that recently occurred on our
campus were not random incitdents, but pointed and directed toward individuals, not by
chance, but by direct cause. I
believe that there are persons
that know something about
one or both of these incidents
and could be helpful in resolving these crimes.
The
Public
Safety
Department jointly is doing
everything possible to close
the cases before us and prosecute the persons involved
when enough factual information is available. Our personnel are working many hours to
finalize both cases and see
that the safety of all our students is doing behind the
scenes that I cannot address
with you now, but hopefully
we will be able to compile all of
the information we have in a
positive manner and finalize
the outcome.
Our officers provide aggressive patrols, use modern techniques in investigations and
have a personal commitment
to you - to protect you and
your property. With your help
we will fulfJJ.l our responsibili·
· ty. In the meantime there are
things that we can do as citizens:

"Only if it's yours, huh? Well,
rm tired of listening to your
uneducated butt, and I'm leaving!"
1
When the teacher didn't
seem to mind his departure, he
called her what he knew all
feminists hate most, and
walked out of the classroom.
This is also the story of a professor. Having done her doctoral work in feminist theory and
having taught for over 10
years, she felt pretty grounded
in her political ideology and its
effects on her own thought
process.
Also, with the rise of political
correctness she felt fairly safe
in expressing those views, even

G REEN

Safety Tips
1. Use the Escort Service
(Racer Patrol) 762-2222.
2. Walk in well-lit areas.
3. Secure all locks - vehicle,
apartment, etc.
4. Be safety conscious at all
times.
5. Don't prop outside doors.
6. Walk confidently, head
high, pay attention.
7. Have keys ready as you
approach your vehicle.
8. Know the location of emergency phones to contact your
University police.
9. Don't walk, jog, run or bike
alone.
10. If you're followed, cross the
street. If the person follows, go
into a public place where there
are other people. If there isn't
one, keep moving. If you have
to scream for help, do it!
11. Never go anyplace with the
attacker. The attacker plans
to harm or kill you in a place
where no one can help you.
12. Keep car doors locked at
all times.
13. Lock all doors if you think
someone in a car is following
.you. Drive to your nearest
police station.
14. Make a series of quick
turns.
15. Try to get a description of
the car following you and its
license number. Observe the
description as much as possible ofthe person following you.
16. Remain calm!

Education requires study
Been there, done that! So
why would I be doing it again?
There are a few reasons. The
grades' I got the first time
around still come back to
haunt me. I want a higher
degree in my field and to do
this, I must replace some
grades. It's time to have the
credentials to go along with
my experience. At this point
in my life I don't see education as a burden, I actually
enjoy learning. Being challenged and staying busy
makes me feel productive.
Each time I get a decent
grade on a test it's just a little
reward.
I graduated 20 years ago
with an asaociate's degree. I
had the attitude the first time
in college that I just bad to
get by, get my degree and get
to work. Well, I succeeded at
that. There was absolutely
nothing wrong with the twoyear program. It allowed me
to get a degree and a decent
job. It was the best I could
afford at that time. What was
wrong was my attitude. I did
only the required work and
just focused on getting

Prevent Date Rape
• When you use threats, intimidation, or force against a date
to have sex, you are commit·
ting a crime.
• A rapist can be arrested,
prosecuted, and convicted of a
crime.
• When a date says "no"- stop.
Being drunk or drugged is no
excuse.
• If you date is drunk or
drugged, it is still rape. In
most states, sex with someone
who is intoxicated so that
their judgment is impaired is
sexual assault.
Remember - safety is the
responsibility of everyone!
Public Safety solicits your
assistance in fighting crime
everywhere.

In My C)piuiou
Nancy Saavedra
through to get my degree. I
am now paying for that attitude. Probably not unlike
many college students, I
found classes very difficult as
compared to my high school
classes. I had no idea of how
to study. There were so many
other things important in my
life at that time that were distractions. Each semester the
GPA just kept dropping.
These grades haunt me to this
day.
I have returned for various
classes since my graduation
with my associate's degree.
Unfortunately, each time I
get the energy and courage to
return to school, I look at all
the make up from poor grades
and get discouraged. At the
. time I would return I took a
few classes and realized I
really did have the abilities to
get better grades than I had
previously earned. This has

given me the confidence to try my time I had once used for
some of the classes that I need pleasure reading is now spent
the grades replaced to help on homework.
I feel my own personal attimy GPA I now even enjoy the
tude
is the reason for being a
required classes that I once
better
student. I realize the
saw as an irrelevant burden.
importance
of the grades so
My outlook has completely
that
when
in
life you need
changed. Despite all of my
more
education,
and who
obligations to family and
knows
when
that
will be,
working full time, I find that I
unlike
me
there
won't
be 80
can still be prepared for class.
much
to
make
up
before
you
I make a real effort to keep up
can
go
on.
The
diploma
and faithfully refer to the syllabus provided by my instruc· received after college is much
tors. Catch up time requires more in the real world than
more effort that I can afford. just a piece of paper. I have
It's easier for me to just stay certainly gotten along well
on schedule. Rarely do I have with the degree I received.
Now l,have the desire to do
a day now that I haven't read
more than just get by.
and reviewed the material
Advancing my degree will
prior to attending a lecture. provide me with more opporSetting priorities and keeping tunities. Along the way, even
to my plan for assignments in repeat courses, I am still
and studies has been paying learning.
off so far. I am fmding the
I have the same brain I've
instructors at Murray to be always had, so the difference
very up front about what it has to be in how I am using it.
takes to make the grades. I Who knows, maybe 111 have a
have found a way to even master's degree or two before
make the hour-long drive to I retire.
and from class enjoyable by
listening to books on tape. Nancy Saavedra. is a junior
This is a compromise since from Marion.

Ballpark sponsorship too much
What's in a name?
If you're talking about sports
venues of this era, the answer
()pinion
is corporate sponsorship.
Let's examine a list of some of
the offenders: 3Com Park (forCHRIS
merly known as Candlestick
BROWNING
Park) in San Francisco,
Cinergy
Field
(formerly
Riverfront
Stadium)
in
Cincinnati and the United
Center (as in United Airlines)
It's bad enough that fans are
- and these are a scant tew bombarded with the economic
examples.
aspects of sports, now owner-

ln M1'

Joe Green is the associate
director of Public Safety.

l

ship is throwing in one more planners chose to honor a true
plug everytime you come to the gentleman and Jegend of the
ballpark or watch highlights on game.
SportsCenter.
Perhaps other sports officials
In light of this growing trend, will take note of this move and
I congratulate the organizers of reconsider their choices the
U.S.
Open
Tennis namely Ted Turner.
Championships or choosing a
The owner of the Atlanta
deserving namesake for the Braves has humbly named his
new stadium which will host team's new stadium (the for·
the event - Arthur Ashe:
mer Olympic Stadium) Turner
Rather than take quick cash Field.
from a cell phone company or
Don't you think Hank Aaron
restaurant chain, the Open's Stadium has a nice ring to it?
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In an era of man versus animal, survival instincts are at an all-time high. Increasing controversy surrounds
animal testing and brings to light the question of how far experimentation can go before it becomes inhumane.

Opinions divided on animal rights versus human r ights
Measurements are then
recorded as to the swelling and
inflammation occurring in the
animals.
Another harmful test is an
You probably remember the
acute toxicity test. Animals are
ads.
force-fed, injected, fed or lathSupermodels Christy
ered with a lethal amount of a
Turlington, Cindy Crawford
harmful chemical. Intense
and Naomi Campbell, as well
physical pain and damage can
as actress Kim Basinger and
occur for two to four weeks
singer Melissa Etheridge, shed until the animals die.
their clothes to pose behind a
Despite these seemingly dis·
"I'd Rather Go Naked Than
turbing pictures of animal
Wear Fur" sign.
testing, some experiments are
Such is a sign of the times,
also done to further medical
as animal testing is a muchscience.
debated topic among American
The Food and Drug Adminissociety today.
tration does not have any acts
Webster's dictionary defines
prohibiting vivisection, but
vivisection as "an act of cutting does require all companies to
into or dissecting the body of a maintain the safety of their
living animal, especially for
products, including side
scientific research."
effects, and to attach a warnSterile laboratories filled
ing label for consumers if a
with frightened. hurt animals
product could be harmful.
come to mind when those who
Some product companies
advocate animal rights think
have taken extra measures to
of product testing.
tell consumers they are "cruelOthers believe the cure to
ty-free" products on their
cancer, AIDS and even the
labels, meaning their parent
common cold can be found by
companies do not use animals
testing experimental medicines in laboratory testing.
on animals.
Sbanna Riley, junior from
So which group is right?
Paducah, said she doesn't
believe in testing of animals
Animal rights
for cosmetic purposes.
The People for Ethical Treat..It's not doing us any good to
ment of Animals (PETA) is one have cosmetics tested on aniorganization trying to make a
mals," she said.
change in the testing of aniRiley does believe medical
mals.
experimentation on animals,
Although considered
however, is just.
•
overzealous and fanatical by
"If its for the general good of
some members of the scientific humans, then we have to have
community, the group has
it," she said.
waged several wars against
So if animals have all the
testing on animals in the cosrights, where do humans fit
metic and medical fields.
in?
According to PETA, there
Human rights
are several tests which are
harmful to animals.
With the Land Between the
Eye irritancy tests occur
Lakes just a short drive from
when liquid, flake, granule or
Murray, the area is a prime
powdered substances are
hunting and fishing area.
dropped into the eyes of bound
Some hunters and fishermen
believe if animals common to
rabbits with no anesthesia.

BY MANDY WOLF AND
ASSOClt\TE EDITOR
CHRISTINE HALL
STAFF WRITER

-
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the area such as deer and wild
turkeys are not controlled, the
land will become over-populated.
Rich Rothwell, junior from
Paris, Tenn., is an avid hWlter
who believes this could happen
if population control is not
maintained by hWlters and
fishermen.
"The reason that man can
still hWlt is to ensure that the
animal population like deer
does not become overbearing,"
he said. "Also, so that disease
doesn't spread into domesticated animals."
Rothwell said that hunting
is something he enjoys doing.
"I enjoy doing what my
ancestral background has been
doing for years," be said. "It is
what men have been doing for
a long time and it is a fun
sport where I get to match my
skills against wild animals."
A major problem Rothwell
sees with people who think
killing animals is wrong is
that they don't understand the
ethic involved with hunting.
"People get mixed up and
don't Wlderstand the ethics,"
he said. "The only type of cruelty that I have seen is with
domestic animals.
"The ethics of hunting are to
respect the animals," he said.
"The hunters that don't are
usually the poachers who go
out for their own reasons and
don't admire the animals. I
respect animals greatly Sometimes, on the off season, I go
out and just watch the animals
to see how they act in nature."

Dissection
On Murray State's campus,
biology and anat~my labs frequently use animals for dissection.
The biology 228 class currently uses cats for research.
The cats have been euthanized and are usually strays.
"At least this way, the cats

are being used for something,"
said Heather Davis, a nursing
major from Louisville who is
currently dissecting her third
cat at the University.
Davis said the lab class
teams are composed of two
members who purchase a euthanized cat for $40 for their
research.
."You can't just learn it by
looking at a picture," she said.
"Would you want a nurse or a
doctor who had never actually
dissected anything to work on
you?"
Kathleen Phelan, also a student in the anatomy class, said
she doesn't have a problem
dissecting a cat.
"By cutting it up, I can learn
more about the human body,
which can help me in a time of
medical crisis," she said.

"Pets=Fur+Meat"
PETAisembarkingonan
extensive college lecture tour
of top New England colleges
to rally support for animal
rights.
The tour is titled "Pets=
Fur+Meat" and PETA officials
hope to teach college students
about the dissection of animala, vegetarianism and antifur and anti-cosmetic testing
campaigns.
Although no plans have been
made for the tour to hit the
South yet, especially the Kentucky and Tennessee area,
Michael McGraw, spokesperson for PETA, said the tour
has gone well and more extensive plans are being made to
reach college students across
the country.
"We are touring 25 of the
biggest countries in the college," McGraw said. "It's gone
quite well. We hope to target
the midwest in the future."
McGraw said it could be late
this year or early 1998 before
the tour hits the KentuckyTennessee area.
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OnCanzpz1s
Group sponsors
poetry to music
The sounds of Irish poet
William Butler Yeats' poetry
set to music will fill Lovett
Auditorium Sunday at 3:30
p.m. The Murray Civic Music
Association will present "In
the Heart's Deep Core: A
Mystic Cabaret" performed
by the Celtic group Kiliarten
Road.
Admission is by MCMA
season tickets or tickets
purchased at the door. Call
762-4516 for more information.

job interviews slated
•Sherwin Williams will be
on campus Wednesday to
Interview all majors for fulltime and intern positions.
•U.S. Navy Recruiting will
take place Friday in the Curris Center.
•The Purchase Area Development District will interview for full-time positions
in the fields of accounting
and finance on Saturday.
The interview schedule is
subject to change. Please
call 762-0380 or go to the
Career Services office in
Ordway Hall for more information. Students must have
a file with Career Services
to schedule an interview.

WKMS in search of
volunteers
WKMS-FM needs volunteers for their fund raiser
from Friday, Feb. 28, to Friday, March 7, to answer
phones and take pledges. If
interested call Lindy Beemer
at 762-61 17 or 762-3808 or
call the station.

English Colloquium
The English Department
will hold a Rhetoric and
Composition Colloquium
Feb. 28 through March I.
This year's colloquium will
focus on computers and
writing instruction. The
keynote speaker is Barry
Maid from the University of
Arkansas at Little Rock.
Maid will conduct a handson workshop for teachers
on Friday in one of MSU's
computer labs and will give
a keynote address Sunday in
which he will· discuss the use
of computers, the World
Wide Web and the Internet
in writing classes.
The colloquium is free. To
RSVP or for more information, contact Dr. julia Ferganchick at 762-4729. Registration will take place Friday,
Feb. 28, from I to 2 p.m. in
'Faculty Hall suite 7C and
Saturday from 9 to I 0 a.m.
in the Curris Center.

Fitness first for students
BY SARAH WIGHT AND
COLLEGE llff EDITOR

)ENNIFER POTIER
ASSISTANT COLUGE liFE EDITOR

Only two weeks remain until Spring Break.
While most people are celebrating, others are
racing to the gym or to aerobics classes in a
last-minute attempt to get fit for the beach.
Becky Sullenger, sophomore from New
Madrid, Mo., said she began working out in
August just to get in shape, but now she's
working out for Spring Break.
The attempt to shed the extra winter pounds
for the warm months makes the middle of Janwary until Spri.tlg Break the busiest time for
local fitness facilities.
Lou Davis, manager of Curves for Women,
said the women's circuit training fitness facility
has seen approximately a 75 to 80 percent
increase in membership and participation since
January.
"You would not believe it," she said. "People
just come out of the woodwork. lt's an enormous change."
Anyone who tries to get in shape will find out
almost immediately that fitness can not be
achieved in one easy workout.
Russ Wolfe, director of the YMCA, said the
best exercise routine is doing alternating
strength training and cardiovascular activity
workouts three to four times a week.
Exercise of any kind is good, but certain
types burn more calories quicker than others.
The most effective workout, according to a fit·
ness training homepage, includes moderate

exercise for an extended period of time such as
long, slow jogs. rather than short sprints.
Wolfe said exercise should be an individual
choice based on preference and ability.
"There is no perfect cardiovascular activity
because every person is different," he said.
Fitness experts say these students who have
chosen to go on a consistent workout schedule
should see a pay ofT.
"People do have progress in a month," Davis
said. "You can lose quite n bit of inches even in
a month."
However, the experts agree that getting in
shape is not a "quick fix" and that it should be
about more than losing a few inches for bathing
suit weather.
"Being in shape involves many aspects of a
person's lifestyle, including eating habits, exercise and adequate sleep and should be a long·
term commitment," Wolfe said.
The rewards of exercise are lifelong. In addition to losing weight, exercise builds bone density, helps arthritis, prevents high blood pressure, strengthens the heart, relieves stress.
increas.e s energy and improves self imnge.
Luke Windsor, senior from Hopkinsville, has
seen the benefits of exercise and healthy living.
He began working out a year and a half ago
and said he has increased his strength and
endurance.
"I can go more hours during the day and do
more things without getting tired," he said. "lt
makes you feel better and more confident."
Su11enger agreed. "I feel good afterwards like I've accomplished something and not just
sat around and watched TV."
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Above left: Keith
Clemons,
junior
from Clarkson and
jeremy
Baker,
sophomore from
Union
County,
burn calories as
they run through
the
pedestrian
mall. • Running
Improves cardiovascular health
Above:
Cedric
Tisby, Junior from
Louisville,
lifts
weights as 'Artemus Himes, junior
from
Louisville,
spots for him in
Carr
Health.
Weiahts
build
muscle mass and
endurance.
Left: june Batts
walks
through
campus with her
son, Caleb. WalkIng provides a lowImpact workout
Seth Dixon/Staff
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Above left: Many students use a bike as a
form of transportation and as an aerobic
workout.
Left: Krls Crichton,
sophomore from St.
Louis, Mo., firms her
abs In dance aerobics
class.
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Walking (3.5 mph)

A graduate student reception
and
informational
meeting for the new Graduate Student Association will
be held Thursday at 3 p.m.
in the Lowry Center. Students will develop an organization for graduate students as well as learn what
on-line services are available
to them. For more information, call Pam at 762-3180.
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Burn, Baby, Burn
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Ten compete for RCA
Murray State hopes to host 1998 KACUR conference
"Last year I learned a lot,"
said RCA President Jenny
Meyers. "You get a lot of leadership training, and it's excelMurray State's Residential
lent for students who want to
College Association will comgain leadership."
pete against the state's other
universities at the Kentucky
Meyers said 20 to 30 people
Association of College and
usually attend the conference,
University Residence Hall
but because of cost, the RCA
Conference at the University
could only afford to send 10
of Kentucky this weekend.
this year. They hope to send
Ten delegates will represent more people to the national
convention in May.
Murray State along with two
advisers.
In addition to attending the
annual
event, Murray State
KACUR teaches leadership
may
have
the opportunity to
as well as time and stress
next
year's
conference.
host
management. However, particIf the University is given
ipants also have the opportunity to take part in a variety of this honor, the Kentucky Asso·
ciation of College and Univerentertaining activities at the
sity Residential Hall Conferconclusion of sessions each
ence will be held Feb. 20·22.
day. These activities include
The delegation will be noticasino night, roller skating
fied on Saturday if the Univerand a pizza-eating contest.
BY HEATHER MARIE MARTIN

STAFF WatrtR

sity receives the bid.
Murray's primary competition comes from the University
of Louisville, which is also
competing for the honor of
hosting KACUR on its campus.

Each delegation at the conference will vote to decide
which site will host the event.
Christy Silvia, president of
Elizabeth College and vice
president of the Residential
College Association, said all
RCA members will have to
contribute ifMSU is awarded
next year's conference.
If Murray hosts the conference, the theme will be "Right
Here, Right Now."
KACUR has been held at
Murray State University three
times. The last time it was
hosted by Murray was 1984.

"Murray's Premier
Tanning Salmr"
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WeekAhead
Friday, February 21
• Perform&Dee • MSU Wind Ensemble, 8 p.m.,
Lovett Auditorium
•Movie • "Patber Panchali," 7:30 p.m., Curris
Center Theater, no admission
• Fund ralMr • WKMS-FM on-air fund raiser

Tuesday,February25
•Train inlf • Internet Basics, 2 to 3:30 p.m.;
Internet Research 5 to 6:30 p.m., Lowry Center
• Meeting • NETO meeting. 2 p.m., Ordway Hall
•Semin ar - Eating Disorders Seminar, Hart
College Coffee House

Saturday, February U
•Movie - "Pather Panchali," 7:30 p.m., Curris
Center Theater
•Hikina' · Springer/Franklin hiking in LBL
•MCAT • MCAT Test Preparation course, 9 a.m.
to 4 p.m., call 762-2160, $895 fee
•LSAT- LSAT Test Preparation course, 9 a.m.
to noon , $295 fee, call 762-2160

Wednesday, February -26
•Exh ibit · MSU Alumni Exhibit~on, Eagle
Gallery in the Doyle Fine Arts Building
•Meeting - Newman House Council meeting. 5
p.m., Newman House, free dinner
• Lin e. Dancing · Hester College Country Line
Dancing, 9 p.m., Instructions for beginners

Sunday, Febi"WU')' 2S
•Buffet ·International Buffet, 1 ~o 4 p.m., Curria Center Ballroom, reservations requested,
762-4152
• Recital · MCMA Kiliartan Road Ensemble,
3:30 p.m., l.Dvett Auditorium
•GBE • ORE Test Preparation course, 1 to 4
p.m., $295 fee, 762-2160
Monday, Febi"WU')' 24
•Meetiq - Young Republicans, 4:30p.m., Ohio
Room, Currie Center
• ExpO • Antique Tractor Pull, Expo Center

Thursd ay, February 27
•Meet ing - Alcoholics Anonymous, 6:30 to ij
p.m., Ohio Room, Curris Center. Free coffee
•Trip ·Elizabeth College trip to "Miss Saigon"
in Nashville
•Meeting • MSU Student Law Association
Meeting, 3:30 p.m., Cumberland Room, Curris
Center
•Dinner ·Springer/Franklin dinner in Winslow
at 6 p.m.
• Ba sk etball - Lady Racers in OVC Tournament, Nashville
•Concert · Orchestra Concert, Lovett Auditorium, 8 p.m

CORN-AUSTIN

~, "?J~•~A

Downtown

for Spring Break '97

7AiflfUt(J $A~If .& St.~A(/1 7Uift.Al

812 Whitnell Ave.
(Behind Bel-Air Center)

NEW BULBS!
Come in and check out the
hottest s~i msuits in town for
women, juniors, men, and children:
LaB/anca
Speedo
Back/lips
Manhattan

Studio J.aB/ancn
On th~ Beach
Breakingwaves
B~achwt>ar

Monday-Thursday 8 a.m.-10 p.m.
Friday 8 a.rn.-9 p.m.,
Saturday 8 a.rn.-8 p.m.
Closed on Sundays

Tanning: 753-3333

Storage: 753-3853

200fo

of/with ID.

9 a.m. - 5 p.m.

ISU lfEALTB SERVICES

Long John Silver's
Baked fish & chicken
are back!

OFFERS
PREGNANCY,

Choose from dinners
or sandwiches!
First Floor Curris Center

LONG
}OHN
SILVERS.

~

fms SERVICE IS FUNDED BY THE
PuRCHASE DISTRICT HEALTH DEPT.
FoR FURTHER INFORMATION DIAL

762·3809
IONDAY·FRIDAY 8A.M.-.4:30 P.M.

orts
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SportsB'riefs
Women's netters
travel to Richmond

9

The Last . Hoorah?

The women's tennis
team will start its brief
indoor season in a tournament at Eastern Kentucky
University, tomorrow and
Sunday.

Racers preparing
for tournament
The Murray State men's
basketball team begins play
in the OVC to urnament
Tuesday at Racer Arena.
The Racers' opponent has
yet to be determined.

Thoroughbreds try
to extend streak
Following two consecutive wins, the MSU Thoroughbreds will try to continue their success against
the University of AlabamaBirmingham today. The
team then travels to Samfo rd tomorrow before
returning to Reagan Field
to take on Mississippi.

'
Rifles victorious
in
N RA sectionals
The MSU r ifles fou nd
success in the National
Rifle Association Collegiate Sectionals at Pat
Spurgin Rifle Range last
weekend, with the "Go ld"
team, taking first place in
the smallbore and air rifle
competitions.
In air rifle, Marra Hastings finished in third place
and Jake Fisher placed
sixth.
In the smallbore competition, Hastings placed second, and Jo el Antonoli finished eighth.

Correction
A photo in last week's
Murray State News incorrectly ide ntified Farrah
Beach as Sarah Higgins.
We apologize fo r the misstake.

Most Valuable
Chad Townsend,
Bobbi Coltharp

a
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~
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Racer basketball players
Chad Townsend and Bobbi
Coltharp are the Racers of
the Week.
Townsend set a new
Murray State single-season
assist record Monday
night. He had three assist
sto bring his season total
to 174, bette ring the the
o ld record of I 72 set by
Don Mann during 1988-89
season.
Coltharp
scored
a
career high 22 points while
pulling down 9 rebounds
against to lead the Racers
in action agasint Eastern
Kentucky Monday night.
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Baseball
Hank Aaron holds the
record for most career
home runs. Name three
players believed to have a
shot at breaking this
record.
9J!n9:>~ >t.re~ 'Jr ft.et
·l!J9 ua)l ·spuoa .tuea :JaMsuv

Danny Vowell/ Visual Editor

Afte r more than four decades as " the hom e of the Race rs," the fut ure of Racer
Arena is now In the hands of fate. Whether more basketball game s will be pla yed

there, depe nds on the completion d at e of the Regional Special Events Ce nter.
RSEC is curre ntly being built next to Roy Stewart Stadium.

Arena to host last game soon
Cutchin who was a pioneer of record later broken by a 45MSU athletics, a multi-sport point effort by Marcus Brown.
The arena' a maximum capaccoach and the head coach of the
Men's team from 1925·1941, ity is officially listed at 5,550,
the arena first opened it's doors but has been filled beyond
Dec. 11, 1954.
capacity on several occasions.
EDDIE G RANT
In it's day, Racer Arena was · "I can remember when people
SPORTS EDITOit
one of the south's finest basket- filled the steps between the
ball facilities with its classic aisles," said Barry Johnson,
For the past 43 years, Racer wooden chairs and traditional lecturer in the department of
Arena has been the home of bleachers.
Journalism and Mass Commu"
NCAA basketball, seeing its
The first game played there nications. "They also stood four
share of wins and losses, but came in the middle of the 1954 rows deep behind the seats.
Tuesday's tournament game season. Murray beat Middle
The building has had its
their could be the last such Tennessee by a score of 104-80 share offacelifts over the years.
game that it hosts.
that day as Racer guard Howie Most recently, the press box
Also known as Cutchin Field- Crittenden led the Racers with area was repainted and the two
house, in honor of Ca·r Hsle U points to .et an MSUir~ring smaller scoreboards were

•Baske tball:
Cutchin
Fieldhouse could be closing its doors to Racer bas·
ketball games forever.

added to the gym in 1990.
In 1987 a portable hardwood
surface made from maple wood
was added and features artwork specially designed for
Murray State.
The arena has not only been
the home to the basketball
teams. The volleyball teams
play all of their home games on
the floor as well.
It has also been site of many
commencement ceremonies and
other community events.
Racer Arena will soon be
replaced by the Regional Special Events Center. A 205,000
square-foot facility currently

being constructed alongside
Roy Stewart Stadium.
This $18 million a rena will
serve as the new home of the
basketball and
volleyball
teams.
retractable
Additionally,
seats will allow the indoor
track and tennis teams to use
the building as well.
Maximum seating capacity
will push the 8,000 mark in the
facility which is expected to
open later this year.
Just as with Racer Arena,
RSEC will host MSU commencement services, concerts
and other events.

Basketball teams split against ~ EKU
in the game.
Also, Chad Townsend made Racer you."
•Basketball: Racer teams play
Murray cut the score to 59-55 with
basketball
history
with
two
assists
The
Racers
begin
OVC
Tournament
final home games of the 1996-97
play Tuesday at Racer Arena against an 20.5 seconds to go, and called timeout.
which brought his season total to 173 regular season.
The Lady Racers received the ball,
good enough to .set the single-season opponent yet to be determined .
EDDIE GRANT A ND
SPORTS EDITOR

GREG STARK
ASSISTANT SPORTS EDITOR

The Murray Sta~ men's basketball
team came one step closer to a perfect
home record with an 83-57 defeat of the
Eastern Kentucky Colonels.
The beginning of the first half sug·
gested a close game was in store for the
Racers.
The lead alternated until OVC Newcomer of the Week D.T. Mayes made
two of his five three-point shots to open
up a 26-20 Murray lead. From this
point, the Racers never looked back.
With less than five minutes left in the
first half, MSU had a 10-point advantage over the Colonels, and two minutes
later extended that to an 18-point lead
- the largest of the half.
In the closing seconds of the half, Vincent Rainey sank a three-pointer to
bring the halftime score to 44-26 in
favor of the Racers.
By tl}e end of the half, Mayes had
accumulated 19 points, with Rainey
adding of 12.

record.
The record had previously been held
by Don Mann, who set the old mark during the 1988-89 season.
"I didn't think about it at the first of
the year," Townsend said. "About a
quarter to half way through the season,
they told me [ could do it, and' I am
happy that I did."
Head coach Mark Gottfried praised
Townsend's work.
"I am proud for Chad," he said. "A lot
of good players and a lot of good guards
have played here. That's quite an
accomplishment."
The Racers came out in the second
half with guns still blazing. In the first
five minutes, Murray scored 11 points,
allowing Eastern to score only five.
With 2:47 left to play, Matt Harris
fouled out for the Racers, who now led
73-48. In the remaining time, the Racers added 10 more points and the
Colonels added nine, bringing the final
tally to 83-57.
Gottfried was pleased with the Racers' effort.
14
We played well tonight in a lot of
areas," he said. "Holding a team to 33
percent shooting jumps right out at

Lady Racers lose
On the women's side, the Lady Racers
faced off against OVC leader Eastern
Kentucky.
The Lady Colonels came prepared for
Murray.
After Bobbi Coltharp's first basket put
the Lady Racers up 2-0, the Lady
Colonels regrouped and went on a 12-0
run to take a commanding 12-2 advantage.
Sparked by an eight-point streak by
Stephaine Minor, Murray went on a 132 run to take a 15-14 lead following a
Coltharp three-pointer.
The rest of the half was close, with
both teams exchanging the lead. However, EKU pulled away late in the stanza to take a seven-point into halftime at
32-25.
In second-half action, Laphelia Doss
of EKU hit two free throws to establish
the largest lead of the second half at 3425. Murray's Shunda Johnson then cut
the score to 34-27, sparking a 10-1 run
that tied the score at 35.
Eastern's Chrissy Roberts nailed a
three-pointer to give her team a 38-35
lead, and the Lady Colonels expanded
their lead to 55-47 with 2:19 remaining

and Coltharp hit a three-pointer and
was fouled, bringing the score to 59-58.
Eastern called timeout to pressure
Coltharp. She went to the line and
missed the shot.
Eastern then grabbed the rebound
and Goodrich was fouled. She missed
the first free throw and converted the
second.
.
The Lady Racers could not convert on
their next possession and threw the ball
out of bounds allowing EKU to escape
with the win.
Coltharp led MSU with 22 points,
while Minor tallied 19 and Hunt 10.
Eastern's scoring attack featured four
players in double figures, including
Doss with 19, Goodrich with 13, Roberts
with 12 and Shannon Browning with
10.
Assistant coach Rob Cross feels the
Lady Racers learned positive lessons
from the loss.
"I thought we played really well the
last two games," he said. "The Eastern
loss was tough, the way it happened.
(Eastern) is the class of the league...
The Lady Racers will close the regular
season tomorrow at Cookeville, Tenn.,
against Tennessee Tech.
·

Fieldhouse floor a potential athletic fund raiser.
The subject of this column
asks, and possibly answers, the
question of what to do with the
Racer Arena once the MSU
basketball teams move across
campus to the Regional Special
Events Center.
l took my first possible solution from a recent trend in pro
athletics. It a ll started when
that famed baseball Mecca,
Comiskey Park in Chicago, was
tom down to make way for the
new field. Soon after , Boston
Garden and Chicago Stadium
followed suit.
What's my idea?
I propose the floor of Racer
Arena be cut into small pieces.
The pieces could then be

frame, with a plaque marking
the date when the venerable
old stadium met the wrecking
ball.
Talk
The pieces included approximately four pieces of hardwood
EDDIE
that measured about 4x6.
G RANT
Imagine the money that could
be raised if the same were
done with the Racer Arena
floor.
I also have another idea that
framed or packaged and sold to
[ borrowed from the destructhe general public.
This is something that could tion of Comiskey and Boston
help the financial situation of Garden. In those two cases,
team officials pulled out the
our athletic department.
If memory serves, the Bulls seats and sold them for around
organization sold pieces of the $40 each.
I can just think of all of the
Chicago Stadium floor for $25
apiece. The pieces came in a !';eason ticket holders that sat

Sports

in the same seats year after
year or couples that had their
first dates at a basketball
game.
This item would truly be a
keepsake to these people.
Doing things in this manner
would do many things for the
University. As stated earlier,
it would raise money for the
program - costing little in
return.
Also, by taking out the floor
and the seats and demolishing
the building, a new parking lot
could be created in the new
space, helping to solve the
parking problems here.
It would also give alumni,
students, fans and faculty a

tangible piece of history.
On another note, the building
could be salvaged for other purposed. It could be transformed
into a pavilion for the indoor
track team to hold a meet. Or it
could become the home for the
women's team while the men
would move to the RSEC. (I
know this doesn't sound logical
but please keep in mind that it
is only an idea.)
No matter what is done to
the building, Racer Arena
should be treated as an important part of University history
- full of memories of great
times and amazing performances. Anything less would
be uncivilized!

Sports
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Thoroughbreds off to rocky start
•Baseball: The Murray State
baseball team starts its season
at 2-2 and hopes to continue a
two-game winning streak.
BY )ASON KEMP
STAFF WRITlR

After losing the first two games of a
three-game series Saturday, the MSU
·Thoroughbreds came from behind to
. defeat Southeastern Louisiana Sunday, and UT-Martin Tuesday.
· The 'Breds, who opened their 1997
season with four games in as many
·days, improved their season record to
2-2 with Tuesday's victory.
Southeastern
Louisiana
was

allowed five runs after two innings
before Murray State scored five runs
in the third and fourth innings to tie
the game.
The Thoroughbreds then scored
runs in the seventh and eighth
innings to take a 7-5 lead, and sealed
the 9-7 victory with two runs in the
eighth.

helped each other out in the win.
Starting pitcher Randy J~kson was
replaced in the second inning by relief
~;>itcher Todd Fox.
threw
seven-and-a-third
Fox
innings of a two-run relief. He allowed
five hits during that span, and also
walked thre~ while striking out five.
Greg Harvey came in for the save, getting the last two outs in the ninth
Jeremy Quire and Darryl Marshall inning.
each had three hits for the Thoroughrn each of Saturday's games, MSU
breds while Eddie Doyle, Brad Lang- was edged by one run. The first game
don, and Chris Williams each added was marked by two costly errors and
two hits.
despite outhitting Southeastern
First baseman Robert Weatherly Louisiana 10-6, the 'Breds lost 5-4.
added a hit as Murray cranked out 16 Greg Harvey was the losing pitcher.
hits for the game.
In the second game, starter Ethan
The Murray State pitching staff Crum gave up six hits in four innings

and struck out three as Southeastern
Louisiana outhit Murray State 7-3 for
a 1-0 victory to sweep the doubleheader.
In the first inning of Tuesday's
game at Martin, Murray took an early
lead thanks to two runs advanced by
RBI singles from Chad Hamm and
Robert Weatherly.
Murray added three more runs in ·
the second with the help of a two-run
single by Brad Bums which extended
his hitting streak to four games. UTMartin could only counter with one
run.
Neither team would score again
until the fifth inning when Murray
State's Jeremy Quire got to second
base after getting hit by a pitch and

advanced on a wild pitch.
He was then brought home by Todd
Fox. Martin then regained some
ground during its tum at the plate by
adding three runs, to bring the score
to 6-4.
In the sixth inning, the Thoroughbreds put the game beyond the Skyhawks' reach by adding nine runs to
their tally, and went on to add two
additional runs in the seventh, to
bring the final score to 17-5.
Murray will attempt to extend its
winning streak this weekend with
games against the University of
Alabama-Birmingham today and Sanford on Saturday.
Then on Wednesday the 'Breds will
take on the team from the University
of Mississippi.

Track squad ·finishes
regular season at SIU

Gimme the ball

third- and fourth-place finish- behind at the 1000-meter dises, respectively.
tance in fourth place.
Also leading the men's team
Also scoring for the women
Murray State's indoor track
squad completed regular-sea- was freshman Reggie Clark, was sophomore Stacy Pintar,
son competition Sunday at the who finished fifth in the 55- who placed fourth in the 600·
Saluki/USA Open held at meter dash and sixth in the meter run.
In the field events, triple
Southern Dlinois University in 200-meter dash.
Junior Shawn Edmondson jumper Polina Morozova, a
Carbondale, m.
Georgetown, Ill., junior was MSU top field-event per- Racer newcomer, finished secJason McKinney again paced former with a fifth-place finish ond, while junior Teresa Powthe team with it's only first- in the pole vault. Freshman ell placed fifth in the weight
place finish of the meet in the Josh Payne took sixth in the throw and sixth in the shot
shot put.
put.
800-meter run.
In women's competition,
The Murray State tracksters
It was McKinney's second
consecutive win in the 800 at sophomore Ashley Lubbe- compete again this weekend at
husen turned in a career-best the Ohio Valley Conference
the event.
Sophomores Tony Jonas and time in the 1000-meter run Championships held at EastBrad Mason impressed in the and placed second. Freshman em Illinois University in
800-meter run as well with Tiffany Leech followed close Charleston.
STAFF REPORT

Danny Voweli,Nfsual Editor

Arnell Hamilton (left) and teammate
Aaron Page fight for a rebound against a

EKU p layer durlng the RacerS' 83-5 7 victory over the Colonels Monday night.

Seniors
Consider This

The Bureau of Labor and Statistics reports that the
median annual salary of those with a professional
degree such as an MBA, MA or MS is $67,131 compared to $34,666 with only a bachelor's.

You ch.·cicled to he.· .an
o1·gan ancl t is .... ue dono.-.

But you didn ' t tell your fan1ily.

Join the growing number of students entering a
graduate study at Murray S~ate. Give yourself
a better opportunity for:

· rlu.·n you havt.·n't n .·ally

dt.·t.· ic.l..-d to he.· a dono.-.
R ig ht now. thousands ol' p eople a re d y ing, w a i ting for
t ranspla nts . If you \ .e dt·cided to be an o rgan a nd tissu e
d o n tw , y ou mus t tdl your family 11<111' so they can cany out
_your· Jecis io n later. 1 o lear n m o r·e abou t J o n a tion a nd hm.~o•
to talk to your fam ily call 1-800-355-SHARE.

1.

2.

Greater flexibility and more rapid
career advancement.
A higher beginning salary that remains
with you throughout your careers.

Editor In Chief
of The Murray State News
Qualifications: Full time students
in good academic standing with
university.
Deadline for applications is
Monday, March 3.

Share your life. Share your decision.

a 11ew year___ a 11ew you.
Start tlu new year off right/ ~ ifchiropractic care can help you. Like poor
dental hygitM, uncorrected tpinal problems can worun as time passel.
Headac/ut, baclc pain. rucle pain. leg and shoulder discomfort are just a few
l)'mptomt CJI80Ciated wUh the spine. Don't delay your health and well-being any
longer. Call today for your chiropractic consultation and spinal examination.

"Star Wars"
(PG)

For An Appointment Call:
(!502)7!59-8000. Monday-Friday

Bulletproof

----·----

&
Two Days in the Valley

The Chiropractic Center
of Murray

available Tuesday 25

"cartng For Your Chiropractic Needs"

B. Scott Foster , D.C.

1210 Johnson Blvd•• Murray

. ...... ,..,........ u.... ~ .....

"Dante's Peak"

Available Today

CPG13)

Call to Reserve Your Copy!!!

753-8084
Your Advertising Dollars With a Classlfled in
7:'he!

'

St«:Z.te! :.l'V'E!W..V:s:

Score C'a1~d

The Murray State News
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6), Murray State 22 (Townsend
9). Total fouls- Morehead
State 20, Murray State 13
Technical fouls- None).
A-3, 165

Men's
Basketball
Murray State 82,
Morehead State 65

Murray State 83,
Eastern Kentucky 57

Saturday at Racer Arena
MOREHEAD STATE (65)
Coomler 3-14 4-4 12, Stone 4a 3-3 11, Lloyd 5-16 1-2 13,
Wyciskalla 3-11 1-2 10, Harrison 4-12 0-0 9, Beverly 0-0 1·2
1, Boone 2-a 2-2 7, Prater 0-4
0-0 0, lndestad 1-1 0-0 2.
Totals 22-74 12-15 65.
MURRAY STATE (82)
Hamilton 4-6 2-5 10, Rainey
4-15 7-a 15, Harris 0-1 1-2 1,
Townsend 3,- 10 6-a 12, Mayes
9-15 1-2 25, Dahl 0·2 0-0 0,
Dawson 5-9 5·5 16, Story 0-0
0·0 0, Page 1·6 1-1 3
Halftime - Murray State 37.
Eastern Kentucky 26. Threepoint goals Morehead State 92a (Coomter 2-5, Stone 0-2,
Lloyd 2·6, Wyciskalla 3-a, Harrison 1·2, Boone 1·4, Prater 0·1),
Murray State 7-15 (Rainey 0-1,
Mayes 6-8, Dawson 1·4, Page
0-2,) Fouled ou t- None.
Rebounds - Morehead State 4a
(Lloyd 15). Murray State 33
(Hamilton, Mayes 10). AssistsMorehead State 15 (Wyciskalla

Monday at Racer Arena
EASTERN KENTUCKY (57)
Sutton 5- 13-2-4 12, Cecil 2-5
5·6 9, Simons 3-a 1-4 7,
Inskeep 3-9 0-0 a. Bess 1-9 0-0
2, Fitzgerald 1-5 2·2 5, Moore
1·3 0·0 2, Carpenter 3-4 1·2 a.
Stukes 1-3 2-3 4 . Totals 20·59
13-21 57.
MURRAY STATE (83)
Rainey 6-1 7 5·6 1a, Harris 2-2
0-0 4, Hamilton 0·5 2·2 2.
Townsend 4-7 0·3 9, Mayes 913 5-5 2a, Dah11·3 2-2 4 , Dawson 1·2 1-13, Martin 0-2 0-0 0,
Story 1·1 2-3 5, Page 2-5 3-4 a,
Mansfield 1·2 0-0 2. Totals 2760 20 26 83.
Halftime - Murray State 44,
Eastern Kentucky 26. Threepoint goals Eastern Kentucky 414 (Sutton 0-2, Cecil 0-2
Inskeep 2-3, Bess 0·2, Fitzgeraid 1-4, Carpenter 1·1 ), Murray
State 9-20 (Rainey 1-4,
Townsend 1-1. Mayes 5-9,
Dawson 0-1 . Martin 0·1 , Story
1-1, Page 1·2, Mansfield 1· 1).

Fouled out - Murray State
(Harris). Rebounds - Eastern
Kentucky 37 (Sutton a). Murray
State 20 (Mayes a). Assists Eastern Kentucky 9 (Cecil 2,
Inskeep 2, Bess 2, Moore 2),
Murray State 16 (Page 4). Total
fouls - Eastern Kentucky 20,
Murray State 20. Technical
fouls - Eastern Kentucky
(Simons).
A- 3,165

Women's
Basketball
Murray State 82,
Morehead State 70
Saturday at Racer Arena
MOREHEAD STATE (70)
Osborn 9·24 3-3 27, Griffeth
3·11 0-0 a, Kleckbusch 6-15 1·
2 13, Marcum 0-2 0-0 0, Swisher 4-16 6-a 14, Parker 0-4 0-0
o, Todd 0-0 0·0 0, Webster 1-1
0·0 2, Robinson 0·0 0-0 0,
Crosby 3-6 0-0 6, Richardson
0-0 0-0 0. Totals 26·79 10-13
70.
MURRAY STATE (82)
Hunt 7-15 5-5 19, Little 1-2 00 2, Minor 5-11 10·12 20,
Pierceall 0·0 2-3 2, Johnson 23 0-3 4, Coltharp 6-13 3-4 15,
Beach 2·2 0·0 4, Higgins 3-4 34 11 , Paige 2-4 1-2 5. Totals

11

2a-54 24-33 a2. Halftime Murray State 31, Morehead
State 25. Three-point goals Morehead State a-40 (Osbom
6·1 9, Griffeth 2-9. Kleckbusch
0-2, Swisher 0-a. Parker 0·2),
Murray State 2-5 (Coltharp 0-3,
Higgins 2-2). Fouled out Morehead State {Griffeth, Marcum , Crosby) ReboundsMorehead State 37 (Swisher
10), Murray State 50 (Higgins
11 ). Assists- Morehead State
20 (Swisher 5), Murray State 17
(Johnson, Beach 6). Total fouls
- Morehead State 22. Murray
State 14. Technical foulsNone.
A -312

Greek
Basketball

The Murray Sta~ Equestrian Team got second place honors In both shows on Friday Feb. 14 and first place in the
show Saturday Feb 15. All shows were in Truman, Mo.

Intermediate I
2nd, 3rd,2nd

Julie Cobb
Nancy Neidlinger
James jackson

6th

2nd

Intermediate II
Rebecca Gertz
Rebecca Hayden
Carrie Dujka

4th, 4th
5th, 3rd, Ist
3rd, 5th. 5th

Open
Christy Miller
Ella Hakanson (Hf&h pc)int reserve/rider Friday)
Cam Leach
Nathan Smith

5th, 5th, Ist

2nd, 2nd, 3rd
3rd, 3rd, 2nd
4th, 4th

Pattern

FRATERNITY
STANDINGS
As of Feb. 20
Lambda Chi Alpha
Sigma Chi
Pi Kappa Alpha
Alpha Sigma Phi
Alpha Tau Omicron
Kappa Alpha Psi
Sigma Pi
Alpha Gamma Rho

MSU Equine rides to victory

W-L-F
5-1-0
4-1-Q
4·1·0
3-2-0
2-2-1
2-3-o
1-3-1
1-4·0

Christy Miller (Hf&h point rider Saturday)
Ella Hakanson
Tiffany Welnprter

3rd, 2nd. 3rd
1st, Ist, 2nd
Sth, 4th, 5th

BeK~nner
~Jackson

Ist. Ist •
5th, 4th, 3rd
6th, 2nd, 3rd
2nd, 2nd

Usa Grupka
Kelly Scott
Michelle Alfather

Classifie(J.s
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Mr.. Kcntud<y
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c:tU IJOO.Ii88-li41l You Oll.l.'ot ~k lor Judy
!>IEEL BUTU>ING:'. SAl.£.- • 30x40.<10,
H,h29; o4(lx6oxl4 SR.I92; ~x7~xH,
$10,990; 'iOx!IJOxt6, ~H59~; 6tlx1UO~I~.
S 1(;,~1 . Mull-toto~~g., )l<lilUing,, \Ox lfMl,
.lO unit.<, $9_&.)2. Free hnxiu.tr= ~'f'lllnel
Ruiklings. R00.327..Q790 ext 7').

Cl£,\llANCE ~ALES • All htt:t:l h1ulchnHo>· 6
an·h 'tyk• huoklin~' n,n.tinmg lr. >Ill Kt:n1\Kio:y 1':1nn I:Xf'>O. 3(}xj(), 35x76, 40x.ill,
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llll(h • paying jr~• with ~xn:lh·m IX"nd•t•
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HAROlD IVm'i TRUCKIIIiC. HIRING DMI·
VFR.~ - Traln•nJI 3v.ubblc. Scudc:nb ,,,..,).

~1>rl!C. l'>qlericrr<:c pays up to 21l<: per
mdc:. F.xcdlent ht.""'fliS indudtnl! t:omponr p;~id in'ut:Ul<."C! IIQ0-842.()85J
I>HJVER~: · ~an :tl :.'7·32f per m1le. R'""'
"' to !/>¢ :t mol''· Home every 9-12 WYJI
wuh :L"-i~-d tr:Kl(ll'. \okdk~l. dcnul,
n:tln.-n~nt. $1 ,01)} t~rp 2nd quarterly ll:ll"'
ry bonus. ..Honur.Jy Tru<k Une ~

9664, ext. ~W-4!

OTR ORIVP.RS NEEDED • S35.$45,0()() per

yc:u lnexpcric:n<.nl • A R<l<xl "ork and
dm irl)l ft'<."Orcl t< n:qutn=U Get your CDL
20 wys for S:\99.00 down IO<'A6 pllt<!nwot. H!.o-'>-10-JOI\S.
DRIV~RS PHOENIX TRANSPORTAl10N
SERVICES • Ouc to new hu.<incs:l, nnw
hirlnR 25 :tddltlon:tl dtiwr.! 0r~~te OUI
nl G~-oi}!Ctown, KY. Weeki)' c.ln.!Jntl<.'\l
rout<'~ a•crajlilljC 4,()(J() mil~. Hr>me dur·
m~ the w=k ~n<.l C'-'efY w..Tkt:ni.l, 'rlrt up
to 3SC P<" mole. 1996 COO\'enuo nal 11:1~..
tors, 1Jll.1nc:rly fud honu.-s, Y•"'rly s:ttr:ly
ht>tm,, two Wl:<·k, p~id V.lt';lll<>n. p.u<.l
I:•Mnp:tny hnlir.J.ty;, ht"~hh in.,urJO<.'C, llt(..
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tll<k <:1<-"Jn MVR. ability UJ JXI.'' OOT
ph;'lii,'al ~n<l dtuR IC('C'fl Cb."" A CJ)L
wuh lla7.MJt n:quin-.1. 'iOl-llh\·01011.
>11

f)RIVFHS .. Crm:runt lrJIIlef'o <<~m tlvt'l'
$70,000. Cown~nt tt:"JIIIS e:Jm 0\'cr
5100,000 !lnd run 22S,OOO mn,, :1 ye:~r
~1Jkc money :tnd ,RI.'I. lh" nlO'ol nulc:;. Call
t<XIay.
F.xpcrit'O<cd
<.!rive"'
and
uwncrf<l{ler~tor ""'"~' 1100-4-t 1•13?4.
G~:~du:tt.: >!Udt.'f'll$ 800-33&64211
ORI\'FR.~.

EXP 1 0/0 • Rt'\ •'Ill sdlOOI
W'"l'. iluoldcr.< loan•f>Oit os n<ow hlrinR in
yuur an.:~ for nur v.tn, fbthcoJ & ckdo.;Jt~'\1

nc.:L... C:ltlt<~Wr 1100-762-1819.

DRIVEit'i • Artti<: t)<~"'-"'' where expc:ri·
t-O{C .mJ 'u"'-"'' t·omc tnl(ethcr, Sttktn~
Olll tr.r.1<>r-trJilt·r urlvcr.; li>r nmp;IIIY
:tnd lc.1.«: purd~:~.oe po;ilk>ns. wU ~
917-04,1. EOE.

ORIV.,'R · 11lc m mp:my that'~"'"' t'11<'1)'•
thing nmv ha., Ot'W pay. Boyd Rm.~·. ne-w
pur padiJ,!tl! ullow~ "xpcrk.•nu:d dnvel'i
to :oetrt at up to 3'i <l!fll• per milt-. offt:r.~
>!wt un hllnu• :znd up to ~ 700 c>ric:nt:ttlnn
pay'. <~<:ld• re."t·ow an :llXJV<' tllc ondt~'tt)'
nvet"ll''['acb)(d (;,.,-Jt hcntfiL, . All ""'"
•cntklr\.1' Call I!OO·S-i~lJ F.xt. KSI

EOP.
OPENING GllAI'IIIC DE:IIGNF.R • Prollnent with Mactnt<l,h, dct;kwp p<•hlbhlnK.
"'>ltwJre Ot:'illll and layout 'kilL, ne<.'C."
':If)' Full-time Wtth full hencfll~ p:t<:l<:lge.

SMART

STOP

~hapc:l ,

New,ptpocr.;. P 0 . Hox '549, Shdbyvillc,
KY .j()()66.

7274

MOHIIH !lOME lOA llo'S - SOH> down, n:fi-

nanclnR, equity lo:.on. Prec: -.:llers p:u.:kage,
bnd ,,.. hcli'IX! loon. . Gn.'el'l Tree Pln:~ncul,
f!OO.H9S.I900. Nation\ lo::Wlng mnhi!t'
home k-n<Jd
SHARI! AMERICAN CULTI.JRP. WITH •
N.';tOdinavl:an, Gem;an and other hosh
-.:houl t:.•<.:h:mg<: tliUc.lr:nl.-o (nwn 0\'t:l' 40
countric.< :lmvon~t In ./<UI(m(. C:tft AISE for
rnforrrotlon on luNln~t! flOO.SIHlii\G.
HAPPY JACK MANOP. MEOICINI'• • Prt)o
molt:>~ healtnR :10<.1 hair growth r.n St:Vt:n!
,Jcin di~ m d<JS• and ~ wllhoul
~'- Conuim no hcnzyl·h.,nlOOle At
.'i!'lUtht'rn State., and 1\t'rr Ontjt

r r· a v e l
A IIEAtmfUl CANULEUGIIT OW·

I'A'iHIONFO WEDOING - :O.nw>ky MounUtn.< ne;~r G:nlinhufR, awt:rlooking river,
hoN:-•<Ira"' n c::unage, Clhin<, la~"Ui,
ortblnc:d mlnl.<n~ No rc::;o or 1!.':lklnRHGirtl:md 1100448-11697 (VOWSJ.
S(llin~ lln-~k

u-d.lr mo>.muon tnpthapd Lcwely gaxcix>, Urno. Clhln•, no leSt.'<. 9JO-H93-

GA11JNlll1RG ARI'.A - ~unpk, yet t:l~nt.
trndouon~l C:hn.,rlan wedding.' In Vr<tori:tn
chapel fol:lrtonfl ~~ Sl29 f1owt.T.<, phoIOjlr.lph.,, htll'll:)'lTl('Xlfl Clhlm ur ~<~lite~
a V'~>bhlc Call toll (m: IIAI!-428-99')6.
A R£AU111'Vl CHAPI'I. CHRISTIAN WI;().,
OING • <iatlonhurg\ nri~tinal cJupds pcr·
fonnlng leg:11 nurri:ls;<:' N~ 19H().
Mcw:~rc • ".*<II dupc:l< tin 0<11 h:tw renl
nunL<Iel'l• lkv, F.J Taylc.r !Ol·Jolf:t-ID9.
hnp://www gatlmhurR<h:tpc:ls.nlln
CO.\.'iTAL 1.ar.; • Jusa oul'ldc Hilton
He;1d, S.C. Oock-appmved, S39,9QO. Call
H00-417-6no toda 11
SMOKY MOL'NTAIN~ - l.lf<1imo: ulrnem·
,.....,. E>Cpericncc the: lx-:luty :rnd ront.1nt..:
of ;a m<IUntun wedtlirl)l ln G:ullnhufl!
Ortl;uncd flllntiott:rs, lit> hluotl te.l <>r w~d·
tng lluncynum IP<II(illll, 800-l~IU1797.
AT LAST • Mtort!Jhlc lc:WJl St:,.....ic'C:<
I hmrt'e $!)'; Othct' kl'\'k.-n from' ~5
C.~'l.e prole-~iooal ~ nn.JJ W>-ot·
youf"clf kot Affo!Whle U!w A.""K.Liti!ln.
">02~311-0700

Rahamas P.Jrty C'nol,e! (o
fhy:. i27'.1. lnc!udc::l aU nx::ab. l'.lttit:s &
T:axo• Gre:.t "-'ad>es & Jl;lghtlik~ t..-~V<'S
~
from
F't ,
Lluden:lalcJ.." '-:
''l,
•pnnllhrt:'.tktr:llrelmm i-800-ll78-63R6
\ ·-

CRUISE

C:Jn11.m
'"' J:~m:~te~ SJ1rinR lin:'~"Sa\C$1SO
s('led:IL,,
7N•ght.,!lir&hot.-ltonn$-429!

nn fO<>tl, dnnk.' & lree pa~l 111'16 low·
c:.1 priu• !(uarJntet·l ~pnngflr...-~ktr.tvd .mm
1~-671!-6.%

Floridi S[lrinR Bn::lk! l'".trum:t Ot)'l Rl>om
woth kndK'Il near tu..... s119! !l~)ton• ·
lx-sl lcx·Jtoon $1391 Flnritb', m:w hOL~[Xll•
Qx.,XI llt'at.h Htlt<IO $1691 •prin!lhrt::tk·
travclo:< ~n l.fl00.6'7&6.31l6
Bc:ol llolcb & 1<>••••.."01 Prio:a f0t S~·
Break lk~tc;h cbt•natiun' F1on.ta. C:lnrun , Jamak':l, <'tl', C'o.tll nuw fnt RM 111'1.' nr
stl!fl·Up .J< lnter·Cunpu' Re(X' ll00-327·
6013. hnp //www.iqx .C<>m

& ....,
' ......fOUl

••-ov••r
r•
r.

Wo rk in Exotic locatio ns (the
Caribbean . Hawaii. Mexico),
meet fun people, AND get paid!
For industry informatio n, call
Cru ise Employment Services:

(800) 276·4948

ext. (55381
Cruise Employment Strvtcts
W.nar-m &

MARRY ON A MOIINTAIN • lit: lll:lrric.t
In uur rn:t!lflolkent moun1aintop ch;tpcl

'urround<.'() by

li\Oe.~

.a nd

J"'l...... ~lle VICWl>

of the Smokie>o! Pijj<'orl F~ For ...,....r.
v.ltion.<,

htrp:/tw•vw.mvm•pc:l <'0111

Support MSU•••

H00-7294 36'l.
..

GET MARRTED
A he3utllul Smoky
Mountain wet!Jong. Chri.'llian s;,~·k.'e!,
l'Ofltpletc arr:m~ments, .:lc:g;ana ,.,.lute

1316 APJ)Lt

T EACHING/T UTORING SUPPLI ES/ GIFTS

THE

Resume 10 Steve Whe:ttlc:y, Lindmark

CAft

Teacher/Parent/Student
Educational Supply Center

..•• Quiu

LOCATED ON 641 S.
12 miles South of the
Racer Inn in Murray
PURYEAR. TN 901-247·5798

Mary Janice Cooper- Owner
Over 20 years teaching sxpericnce
Serving Mexican Food and Deli Sandwiches
from 11 a.m.·ll p.m.
Bar open until midnight
No one under 21 after 9:30 p.m.

Present MSU ID and receive a 5% discount on all purchases

753-5968

119 S. 4th Street

Ages 6 weeks to S years
Pull day educational preschool
Pull time and part time available

''Cooked the way you'd cook it"

I
I
I

L

Sirloin Tips only $3.99
wlcoupon.
641 S. Bel Air Center
~53..0440

-------

The· Murray State News

New-s

12
LBL

Tennesee Valley region.
TVA is the nation's largest
power producer, serving 7.3
million customers. The electrical program is self-supporting
and recieves no taxpayer
tponey.

try.

Continued from Page l

lakes. LBL attracts more than
2.2 million visitors per year
and is the centerpiece of a $400
million regional tourism indus-

TVA was established in 1933
by Congress to control flooding,
improve navigation, replenish
the soil, promote improved
agricultural practices and produce electric power for the

Fe bruary 21, 1997

Discover New Worlds in

The Murray State News

PUBLIC SAFETY
Continued from Page 1

He added that part of their
budget would go towards new,
brighter lights and to upgrade
safety on campus.
A recent report by the
Parking Committee recommended that Alexander use all
the parking fines collected to
pay for additional Public
Safety personnel and for additional equipment for enforcement.
The Board of Regents will
decide on a new budget in
their May 16 meeting.

EVERY FRIDAY!

r--------------------------,
t· tCH
l'ROAVWAY TlCKfTS TO:
:
lossoM
:
The King &I
0
flreak
!
1 % off D~~;.r ! forfor Sprft1g
sale at a great price I
I

I

Diets

I

Herbs

·

I·

Sports-

I

llAS

I

Nutrition I

310 N. 12th • M\.I'RV. KY 42071

I

I

vttemlna

I

I

1 All products with this coupon and student ID 1

Call:

L--------------------------~

Washers still

75¢

7S3-0b1+

Sara Seely ·
for being chosen for
Order of Omega!
Love, Your Sisters

~N EW§!IG JH[Jf
Produced by Murray State University's student newspaper

Visit us on the World Wide Web at

http://www.thenews.org
Produced by The Murray State News in
cooperation with LDD, Inc.-Clearly the Best!

To subscribe to lDDNet calll-800-455-16o8

Danielle Cave
Beth Ann Boyer
Ann Edwards
Leigh Bobo
Amy Simpson
Wendy Alexander
MandyWolf ·
Tasha Burney
Michelle Brooks
KerrieAllen
Lindy Beemer
Danielle Patterson
Lisa Clark
Suanne Deeter
Kathleene Robertson
Kristin Wessel
Christy Dowell
Jen Rhodes
Leigh Ann Wooley
Belinda Sheetz
A~n

congratulates

Go Online Now!

I

6 ·a.m. - 11 p .m.

LLL AOn

AAIT

ALA

10 o/o discount
with MSU I.D.
Corner of 4th & Maple - Court Square
Monday-Friday 10 a.m.-5 p.m.
Saturday 10 a.m.-2 p.m.
-._...._~~

pe
ng
untry
one
Showtime 7 p.m. on Friday Feb. 28. VIP tickets available.
Call Country legends at (901) 587·9771 to·purchase your tickets. Must be 18 years old.

Al~
I

